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Ganta is recruited into the Scar Chain, an antiestablishment group planning a mass prison escape.

After a brief meeting with Shiro, he stands at a crossroads, but Nagi persuades him to take part in

the escape. However, a traitor has already leaked the plan to the Undertakers, a unit specially

formed to stamp out the rebels.
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I keep saying this, but everyone is psychotic in this series. Pretty much everyone. And every time

we meet a new characters, itâ€™s likely theyâ€™re also psychotic.We met a few new characters at

the end of the last volume, and in this one we meet their gang, just before their plan to expose

Wonderland takes off. And, of course, this includes some deaths and psychotic people.I donâ€™t

know why itâ€™s still surprising me how horrific this series is. The deaths are not hidden from the

viewer, or downplayed. Theyâ€™re horrible. I should be more cynical about it at this point,

shouldnâ€™t I?Anyway, theyâ€™re horrible. The characters learn more horrors of Deadman

Wonderland, but nothing is really revealed to the outside. Two of the new characters have a story

Iâ€™m at least a little intrigued by. Ganta, though, has a fight with Shiro, and I feel bad for her. He's

kind of a jerk, even if he does have his reason. The betrayal from the last volume has been replaced

by me just feeling bad for and wary of her. Because thereâ€™s more to whatâ€™s going on with her

than I think even she knows. And I donâ€™t like it.I just like Shiro, and I want her to be happy.The

cliffhanger is a bit bad. Iâ€™m excited to see what happens next.



The main plot kicks in with Deadman Wonderland Volume 4 as Ganta joins the Scar rebel team to

fight the prison system. I have to appreciate that in American dystopian books, the government

leaders are just evil. In Japanese dystopian, they are absolutely insane - and that makes them

much more unpredicatable. In Deadman Wonderland, it's almost becoming a adventure to figure out

which person is going to change sides (from good to evil or evil to good).Story: Ganta meets up with

the Rebels. Their mission: to get valuable evidence to a government official that the prison is

abusing and killing the inmates. The rebel leader, Owl, has gathered a team, each with unique

powers and hopes, to achieve the task. But an inside man in the group is going to make the

possibilities of success less likely by the moment.The torture, violence, and body count remains

high: this is much closer to Battle Royale than it is to Get Backers or Flame of Recca in spite (or

despite) the cartoony feel. And often it pushes close to my tolerance ability. But the smooth

illustrations and interesting story keep me reading beyond the gratuitous gore and tween boy fan

service. The mystery of the Egg, the Deadmen, the devastated dystopian Tokyo, and the Disney

freakishness of the Wonderland keep me glued every volume.A nice change in this volume from

previous is that we've gone past the 'monster of the week' battles and it's more a constant good vs

evil "Bleach" type actioner. The host of characters is getting bigger and the ante is upped smoothly.

In all, I'm ready for Volume 5!Reviewed from an ARC.

This volume really starts up the action and doesn't let up. It's fast paced, yet each character is given

depth and reason for their actions. The shocking twists near the end will have you clamoring for the

next volume.

Deadman wonderland is a gruesome, graphic, adult look at a privatized prison where inmates are

forced to play deadly games to survive. I personally loved this series, plenty of gore, language, and

dark themes kept me drawn in. I saw the anime before I read the manga, and the two tie very

closely together thankfully. Must buy if you like dark, graphic stories!

been hunting around for the remaining copy's of the comic since TokyoPop is now defunkt. found it

here, online, and recieved it in like New Condition. I am very pleased and will continue to look for

the rest of the series here on

Volume is action packed Undertakers vs deadman. The operation conducted by scar chain gets



bloody with a climax ending with betrayal. If that's not enough the cliff hanger at the end will have

you buy volume 5 just to see how it ends

I've read all the previous manga in this series and think it follows up well and takes the story to a

whole new level

As I have said before, I adore this series! The illustrations are just as amazing as the storyline and I

cannot wait for more! If your an anime/manga fan I highly recommend you read it! Be mindful of the

swearing and gore though. The storyline is amazing and my only negative comment would be that I

can't find any more of this books!
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